
William M. Evans is the founder & President of 
NEIGHBORHOOD BENCHES. Prior to the launch of 
Neighborhood Benches he reflected on his experiences as a 
teen and young adult, and the impact his choices had on him 
moving forward. Much of those experiences was shared during 
conferences, forums, and workshops. During the 2015 “Paving 
the Way” conference in Brooklyn William went into great details 
regarding his teenage and early adulthood experiences. 
Although, he was a victim of gun violence and stereotyped, he 
refused to give up by destroying his opportunity to improve life 
for himself. William highlights his experiences with the criminal 
Justice system, poverty, oppression, Internalized oppression, 
and gun violence, to bridge the gap between experiences, 
opportunities, and lifestyles. He reported his understanding for 
those moments in life strengthened him physically and 
mentally, and inspired others to do the same. 

 

William provided mentoring and supportive services for 15 years through volunteer work, 
internships, and nonprofit sector work. He worked with over 2,000 youths, 4,000 adults, and 7,000 
families. From 2011 to 2016 he provided counseling services for court mandated clients through 
the Fortune Society’s ATI unit where he started interning during 2011. For his strong voice, 
connections to other agencies, and passion for following up on client’s safety, housing and health, 
he was recognized and titled the 1st ATI Counselor & Community Liaison within the agency’s 
history. During the year of 2016 he joined the ICAN (Individualized Corrections Achievement 
Network) program as a Team Leader & Community Liaison where he trained, and supported 
Discharge Planners as they facilitate groups and encouraged detainees and sentenced men and 
women on Rikers Island. 

William spends a lot of his time speaking with young adults and leaders about positive changes and 
capacity building, community service and restorative justice practices. William’s passion for making 
the city safe, addressing social justice issues, and improving the nonprofit sector led him to signing 
onto the GDLU (Guns Down Life Up) November 2014, citywide violence reduction compact, 
completing the 2015 JustLeadershipUSA Emerging Leadership training, enrolling in the Fordham 
University’s MS Nonprofit Leadership program, joining the FWPA Restore Opportunity Now 
coalition, Black Lives Matter, and a variety of advocates across the five boroughs. 

He completed over 30 trainings focused around substance abuse, behavioral health and violence 
intervention. Some of the major trainings discussed included, Trauma Informed-Care, Gang and 
Adolescent Violence, Cross Systems Collaborations, Youth Development, Recovery Coach, 
Community Corrections, Mental Health First Aid, Understanding Violence, Treatment Planning, 
SBIRT, LS/CMI, Outcome Star, Violence Risk Assessment and Management, restorative justice 
practices and Mediation. 

William is acknowledged for much of his work, but mainly for teaching recovery comes not only 
through journalism, the people around you, but also through the art of giving back. The 
Neighborhood Benches project has allowed him to prevent others from making senseless mistake 
as he did as a youth. He is grateful for the opportunity to encourage and motivate our young men 
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and women today. He stands as a resource for the lost individuals roaming our streets daily losing 
hope, and for those seeking assistance to make better choices. This is the reason he understands 
and appreciates the work he does. 


